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COMMENT ON "SEARCH FOR THE A.C. JOSEPHSON 

EFFECT IN LIQUID He" 

P; W. Anderson 

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 

and 

P. L. Richards t 

Department of Physics, University of California, 
and Inorganic }~terials Research Division, 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California, 94720. 

ABSTRACT 

It has been recently suggested that all experiments which 

have attempted to show the analog of the· a.c. Josephson effect 

in superfluid helium can be explained more plausibly by the presence 

of acoustic resonances in the apparatus. In this letter we point 

out that the results of the original experiment by Richards and 

Anderson cannot be explained in this way •. This original experiment 

has not been repeated and no viable alternative to the Josephson 

effect hypothesis has been advanced to explain the results. 
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In a Let.ter with the above title, Musinski and Douglass1 have 

given strong arguments that the phenomenon observed by one of us2 and 
3 4 • 

by others ' and ascribed to the analog of the A.C. Josephson effect 

in superfluid He (the "Richards-Anderso~ Effect") is, instead, 

caused by acoustic resonances of the liquid helium in the coaxial 

capacitors used for height measurements. Some of their conclusions 

were reached earlier by Lederer and Pobe115• Rudnick6 has given a 

theoretical discussion which adds quantitative weight to these 

conclusions. 

The purpose of this Letter is to. point out that these arguments 

are not relevant in at least one published experiment, the original 

Letter by Richards and Anderson announcing the effect7• The 

apparatus used there differs in one essential aspect from most 

succeeding experiments. The first experiment was done ~n an open 

bath of Hell, which was continually pumped in order to maintain the 

a-temperature at, typically, l.lS R. As a result, the level of the 

bath dropped at a rate which varied somewhat (we do not have precise 

data on it) but which was at least> 2 em/hour. A slower rate would 

have required an exceptionally good dewar which we did not have. 

Because of this continuous level changet acoustic resonances, 

which lead to a stationary He height in one capacitor could not have 

caused the stationary height differences which we observed~ 

To illustrate this we reproduce two figures from the original 

Letter. The Urst 1 while schemat:Lc; adequately illustrates that 

the off-=balatttH~ signal from the capacitance bridge is a measure of 

the relative hE!ight AZ; not of the absolute height z which varied 

continuously in the negative ditectton during the measurement. 

An acoustic reaonance in the capacitor with the ortfice can filt 
·. 
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the height Z at some special value z0
1 ' 5 ' 6 • The separation between 

such resonances at the frequency used is "' 0.5 mm. In the second 

figure, which illustrates some of the actual experimental runs, we 

have drawn a broken line with the slope which would be expected for 

6Z(t) if the system became locked on an acoustic resonance, assuming 

an evaporation rate of 2 em/hour. The experimental curves b and c, 

which (except for the region. between,, tic's 2 and 4 in curve c) were 

measured with the ultrasonic transducer turned on; both show regions 

of stationary 6Z. In curve c the duration of several of these 

regions is long enough for Z to vary by more than the separation 

between acoustic resonances (the numbered tic's are separated by 

0.7 mm.). We felt at the time, and still feel, that this locking 

. of. the relative heigh levels 6Z, while the helium is actually flowing 

at quite a reasonable velocity through the orifice and the total 

level Z+6Z is ch~nging by considerable amounts, is very striking 

and very hard to explain by anyother mechanism than the one we 

proposed. 

It is possible that on the filling curve (2c) we may have seen 

some acoustic resonances. Note in particular the region between tic 

numbers 4 and 5 where two smooth regions with steep downward slope 

are observed.(The steep region between tic's 2 and. 4 occurred while 

the transducer was turned off).. This slope is somewhat larger than 

the estimated minimum slope given by the broken line. No such 

evidence for acoustic resonances is seen on the pumping curve (2b), 

where it would appear as a reversal in the general trend of the 

curve. 

In the only.other experiment with an open apparatus which has 

been reported, Lederer and Pobe115 directly observed stationary 

3 
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heights in their capacitor. which they ascribed (presumably correctly) 

to acoustic resonances. No direct measurements of !J.Z with this 

apparatus were reported. 

Unfortunately the original apparatus was most erratic, 

occasionally exhibiting violent U-tube oscillations, etc., and 

the data were never clear or reproducible. On the other hand, most 

of the data did show stationary values of !J.Z of the expected type. 

Because of these difficulties this apparatus was abandoned and 

"closed" apparatus has been used in most subsequent experiments. 

The argument~ that acoustic resonances dominated these later 

experiments seems convincing. In a closed apparatus it is more 

difficult to distinguish an effect such as accoustic resonances 

which give stationary values of z·from one which gives stationary 

values of !J.Z. A check made to exclude the possibility of acoustic 

2 resonances in the experiments done by one of us in a closed 

apparatus appears not to have been adequate. 

Since we have been informed8 that several attempts to observe 

an analog of the A.C. Josephson effect in,other ways have failed, 

we are hesitant to ascribe the originally published observations 

to it. We do wish, however, to state emphatically that the 

hypothesis of acoustic resonances is not viable in this case, and 

that these observations therefore remain otherwise unexplained. It 

is to be hoped that attempts will be made to reproduce or improve on 

the conditions of the experiment. Clearly at least one way of 

disfavouring acoustic resonances, which may otherwise mask whatever 

else might be observed, is to force the capacitor levels to vary 

rapidly in time as we did. On the other hand, the acoustic resonances 

then manifest themselves as a rather erratic perturbation, which was 

/, 
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probably/at least one of the influences causing the lack of 

reproducibility of our data. 

We are grateful for discussions with D. Musinski, I. Rudnik, 

and G. Gamota. A portion of this work was performed under the 

auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

f• 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus. The two coaxial capacitors 

A and B form two arms of a capacitance bridge which measures 

the helium head difference llZ. Helium flow through the 

orifice is modulated by a quartz ultrasonic transducer~ 

Fig. 2. Chart recordings of head difference versus time., 

(a) Decay of a head with no ultrasonic modulation; 

(b) increasing head produced by pumping action of a 

69.3-kc/sec transducer; (c) decay of a head with 

ultrasonic modulation. 
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any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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